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Abstract—The Virtual Organization (VO) has emerged as a
fundamental way of structuring modern scientific collaborations
and has shaped the computing infrastructure that supports those
collaborations. One key aspect of this infrastructure is identity
management (IdM), and the emergence of VOs introduces
challenges regarding how much of the IdM process should be
delegated from the resource provider (RP) to the VO. Many
different implementation choices have been made; we conducted
semi-structured interviews with 14 different VOs or RPs
regarding their IdM choices and the bases behind those decisions.
We analyzed the interview results to extract common parameters
and values, which we used to inform our VO IdM Model. This
model will serve both existing and future VOs and RPs to more
effectively understand and implement their IdM relationships. In
this paper we present our VO IdM Model, the interview results
that informed it, and preliminary analysis on the factors that
guide VOs and RPs to choose a particular IdM implementation.
Keywords—virtual organizations;
security; collaboration; trust; risk
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INTRODUCTION

The Virtual Organization (VO) has emerged as a
fundamental way of structuring modern scientific
collaborations and the computing infrastructure that supports
those collaborations. One key aspect of this infrastructure is
identity management (IdM), which has been extended to
include the VO in the IdM process.
As we describe in subsequent sections, there have been
numerous implementations of IdM extended to include the VO
in different ways, but the community creating and choosing
these implementations has no framework for describing these
different choices nor an agreed-to methodology for when to
choose one option over another.
Our goals are to provide both a common language for VOs
and resource providers (RPs) to describe IdM implementations
in the context of VOs, and provide guidance to those parties in
making implementation choices to best meet their trust and risk
requirements. Without these tools, VO IdM implementations
are hampered due to complexity, a lack of overarching decision
frameworks, and reduced clarity regarding the repercussions of
decisions.
This paper takes a first steps towards achieving our goals
and makes two contributions to IdM and Virtual Organizations:
Funded by the US Department of Energy Next-Generation Networks for
Science (NGNS) program (Grant No. DE-FG02-12ER26111). The views and
conclusions contained herein are those of the authors and should not be
interpreted as necessarily representing the official policies or endorsements,
either express or implied, of the sponsors or any organization.

(1) we conducted semi-structured interviews with individuals
involved in implementing 14 different VO-RP relationships
regarding their key IdM implementation decisions and the
bases for those decisions; (2) we analyzed the notes from those
interviews, and determined a set of parameters and values
capturing the different implementation choices in order to
provide a structured VO IdM Model capable of describing a
VO-RP IdM system. Further, we provide a preliminary
analysis of what factors influence the IdM choices. Future
work includes the extension of this analysis into guidance for
new VOs and RPs in designing their IdM systems.
Our paper is laid out as follows: In Section II, we provide
some background on IdM for readers not experienced in that
field, and discuss how VOs have influenced IdM
implementations. In Section III, we describe our interview and
analysis process. Then, we present our VO IdM Model in
Section IV and follow that with the VO-RP relationships that
were the subjects of our interviews described using our Model
in Section V. We conclude with related work, our plans for
future work, a conclusion, and acknowledgments.
II.

BACKGROUND: IDENTITY MANAGEMENT

Identity Management (IdM) involves managing identifiers
and attributes for entities (who they are, how they are identified
and vetted, how they are authenticated, what roles,
responsibilities and access rights they have, etc.), and the
trustworthy communication of that information. IdM
implementations include both processes and technologies, and
have a number of goals, including allowing entities to be
authenticated, authorized and identified for a variety of
processes (auditing, user support, accounting, etc.). Entities
that are the subjects of IdM can be people, systems or
processes, but in the context of this paper, we are discussing
IdM for people, specifically members of the VO.
Since two of its foci are authentication and authorization,
IdM is a process that is fundamental for establishing trust and
managing risk. Thus, significant changes to IdM systems pose
significant challenges, as organizations are sensitive to how
those changes impact trust and risk.
Prior to the emergence of VOs, each RP was generally
completely in control of the IdM implementation for its users they vetted their users, credentialed them, managed their
privileges, authorized their actions, and directly collected any
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needed additional information (attributes) about their users. As
collaborations grew and needed resources from multiple
providers, VOs emerged to provide a common interface to
multiple RPs for users and to facilitate coordinated use of those
RPs. For many VOs, this coordination included a single IdM
system (or at least coordination among multiple IdM systems)
to allow the users to use a single login to gain access to
resources at multiple RPs as well as allow coordinated
accounting, user support, and other functions.
The emergence of VOs has raised the challenging question
of how the IdM process should be extended from the RP to the
VO? Or, more accurately, what parts of the IdM process
should be delegated from the RP to the VO?
The answer to this question is not all or nothing, but
includes a set of possible answers depending on myriad factors.
Over nearly the last two decades during which the VO has
played a prominent role in scientific computing, there have
been a wide variety of ways that IdM responsibilities have
been distributed between the RP and VO (as the results of our
interviews in Section V show).
III.

OUR PROCESS: INTERVIEWS AND ANALYSIS

Toward our goal to create a VO IdM Model that captures
the range of IdM implementation choices, we interviewed a
number of implementers of VO IdM systems. We conducted
fourteen interviews to obtain both subjective and objective
information regarding identity management implementations
across a broad range of VOs and RPs on which to form our VO
IdM Model. We developed a semi-structured interview process
[1], with questions around the following topics:
•

governance and stakeholders:
influence over the IdM choices;

what

parties

had

•

assets and threats: what were the biggest concerns of
the parties involved;

•

user management: what were the processes for vetting,
enrolling, authenticating and authorizing users;

•

incident handling: how were exceptional cases handed
when users needed to be contacted;

•

lessons learned: what worked well and what would be
changed if it could be re-implemented.

Additionally, we supplemented the interview results with
published papers, presentations or articles about the VO and
RP.
We interviewed people involved with the implementations
of the following VO-RP relationships (please see the
Acknowledgments
section
for
specific
individuals
interviewed): Engage - various, CMS - U. of Nebraska, CMS
ops - various, Atlas - AGLT2, Atlas ops - various, ESGF various, Darkside - various, Fermi Space Telescope - SLAC,
LSST - various, BaBar - SLAC, LCLS - SLAC, CMS Fermigrid, Belle II - various, and various - GRIF.
Following the interviews, we undertook an iterative process
to derive a model that best fit the data. Our goal was to develop
a model that allows for both the easy and clear expression of

data from all 14 interviews, and provides guidance in designing
a VO IdM implementation. We initially selected, based on our
experience, a set of parameters and possible values. We then
attempted to match our interview data to those parameters, and
then iteratively refined the parameters and values to improve
the quality of the matches. The quality of the match was
determined subjectively by the authors based on our combined
60+ years of experience in distributed computational science,
cybersecurity and identity management, and four iterations
were required.
IV.

OUR VIRTUAL ORGANIZATION IDENTITY MANAGEMENT
MODEL

The emergence of VOs has raised the challenging question
of how much of the IdM process should be delegated from the
RP to the VO. The answer to this question is not all or nothing:
An RP’s level of trust in a VO’s IdM has a range from almost
none (e.g., where a VO simply directs users to some identity
vetting process operated by an RP), to one where an RP has no
ability to identify the individual users of a VO (e.g., the VO
enrolls members and handles all direct interactions with those
users). Over nearly the last two decades during which the VO
has played a prominent role in scientific computing many
variations of VO IdM have been implemented. The main
contributions of our VO IdM Model is to enumerate the
parameters and related values that comprise these variations,
and organize them into a coarse but useful set of categories.
We also provide some preliminary insights into what factors
influence parameter values and make a particular set of values
best suited to a particular VO-RP relationship.
A. The VO User Lifecycle
Finding a set of parameters to capture the options related to
VO IdM was a significant challenge in developing our model.
A key moment was recognizing there exist a number of
discrete steps in the lifecycle from a user’s enrollment into a
VO, through their use of RP resources and eventual departure
from the VO. We refer to these steps as composing a VO user
lifecycle, somewhat akin to the “identity lifecycle,” a common
buzzword in the IdM field often used to describe the phasing of
management tasks from user enrollment, through access and
use of resources, to deprovisioning. Through our interviews,
this lifecycle emerged as the core organizational layer for key
IdM choices as each stage poses important decisions for flow
of data and distribution of responsibilities between the parties.
Namely, each stage represents a possible point where the RP
can become involved with the VO’s individual users instead of
treating the VO as a single entity.
The stages of the VO user lifecycle we observe are:
•

Enrollment: An initial, typically one-time process by
which the user is admitted into the VO.

•

Provisioning: Following an enrollment, the one-time
creation of any state associated with the user across the
VO or RPs.

•

Request: The process by which the VO makes a request
for resources from an RP to provide service to its users.
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A request can be in direct response to a user’s action or
can be an a priori reservation (e.g., a pilot job).
•

Usage: Consumption of a RP’s resource by a VO to
provide service to a user. This can directly follow a
request or may come some time later.

•

Incident management: Some sort of event that typically
requires manual interaction with the user to resolve.
This includes computer security incident response, a
misbehaving user process, or a user support process.

•

Deprovisioning: Removal of users from the VO,
cessation of their right to consume resources on behalf
of the VO, and possibly removal of any state or data
owned by the user. (In practice, not many IdM systems
implement deprovisioning and hence we do not have
much data with regard to it, so it receives less attention
than other stages in our Model.)

RP authorizes based on peruser information (USER)
Request
RP authorizes based on VO
membership or role (VO)
Known user. Variants include
use of an Isolated account
(dynamic or persistent) or a
shared Group account.
Usage
VO member. Variants include
use of an Isolated account
(dynamic or persistent) or a
shared Group account.
RP handles incidents (RP)

Incident
Handling

RP obtains needed info from
VO to handle incidents, usually
user identity and contact
information (from VO)
VO handles incidents (VO)

B. Our VO IdM Model: Options by Lifecycle Stage
Using the VO user lifecycle stages described in the
previous subsection, we found a good fit for describing the
different choices for IdM implementation that emerged from
our interviews. As we describe subsequently, earlier RP-user
involvement is an indicator of decreased IdM delegation by the
RP to the VO. Hence, a high-level, key parameter of our VO
IdM Model is at which of the lifecycle stages, if ever, the RP
becomes aware of the identity of the user. Or in other words,
when does the VO pass user’s identity to the RP? Any of the
lifecycle stages (except deprovisioning) are possibilities based
on our observations, or the RP may never learn the user’s
identity. Quantification of this value provides a useful firstorder description of the VO-RP’s IdM relationship by
expressing the degree of delegation of IdM from the RP to the
VO.
Within this high-level parameter there exist finer-grained
options regarding how the user identity information is managed
between the VO and RP. Table I shows the finer-grained
parameters we observed in our interviews, organized by VO
user lifecycle.
TABLE I.
VO User
Lifecycle Stage

USER IDENTITY MANAGEMENT OPTIONS.
Options w/ Abbreviated
Names
VO makes decision to enroll
unilaterally (VO)

Enrollment

VO makes decision based on
negotiations with RP (VO/RP)

Notes
For VO/RP we
often observed RPs
specify user identity
credential strength.

VO only (entered into VOMS).
Variants include shared Group
account
or
dynamically
assigned Pool account.

RP represents the
“Classic
Model”
with no delegation
by RP to VO.
The provision might
be
“lazy”,
i.e.
performed at first
request.

RP state created. Variants
include a User Account created
(User) or just entry of user into
an access control list (ACL).

There might be
considerations for
“special users” in
the VO

RP makes decision (Classic)

Provisioning

Incident handling
can include
contacting user to
resolve, or denying
user access
(“blacklisting”).

C. Relationship of Our Model to Trust and Risk
A goal in developing our VO IdM Model, was to
understand how the IdM decisions interact with trust and risk,
since these are often of concern to those making decisions
regarding VO IdM implementations. Trust is a complex
concept, and is subject to myriad definitions informed by work
in fields including philosophy, sociology, law, psychology, and
information theory. Even within the field of information
security it has a variety of definitions (see, e.g., [2], [3], [4]).
In studying this prior work, we based our definition for
both terms on the recent risk theory work of Philip J. Nickel
and Krist Vaesen on the relationship between trust and risk [5]:
Trust is a disposition to willingly accept the risk of reliance on
a person, entity, or system to act in ways that benefit, protect,
or respect one’s interests in a given domain. This definition
captures the relationship we see between VO and RP with
regard to IdM: the more the RP chooses to delegate to the VO
in terms of IdM, the more trust it has in the VO and the more
risk it accepts in terms of that relationship. (We note RP may
lower its overall, aggregate risk if the VO is better positioned
than RP to undertake certain IdM actions and responsibilities.)
RPs have in place a number of means of reducing trust and
risks on the actions users are allowed to perform. At the coarse
level, it is the amount of delegation of the IdM process to the
VO. At the finer level, these controls are policies and attributes
agreed upon with the VO, and these make up the options to the
parameters described in Table I.
D. Motivating Factors for Identity Management Decisions
We turn now to a discussion about why a VO and RP might
have chosen a particular set of parameters. We acknowledge
our analysis of these factors is preliminary and plan to expand
on this in future work.
The observed VO IdM implementations often vary from
one resource to another within the same VO-RP relationship.
One reason for this is that different resources have different
levels of sensitivity; for example, granting access to a read-
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only data store might be considered lower risk than granting
shell access to a computing resource. Other reasons involve
technological limitations. As previously described in Section
II, IdM is both process and technology, and in some cases
services have varied in their adoption of new IdM technologies
and hence are limited in their IdM flexibility. Grid computing
was advanced in its adoption of flexible IdM technologies;
however, progress in adopting advanced IdM technologies has
been slower for other services such as code development,
software repository access, debugging, documentation and
collaboration tools (e.g., wikis). Hence, we often saw such
services use a different IdM model out of technological
necessity.

implementations tended to be more heavily controlled
by the RP.
•

E. Relationship of Our Model to Vetting and Credentialing
Those familiar with identity management will note that our
VO user lifecycle and VO IdM Model do not directly address
the vetting and credentialing of users (i.e., the process of giving
them a password, certificate or other electronic token for
authentication). During our analysis we made a number of
attempts to integrate vetting and credentialing; however, we
ultimately decided that these processes are outside the VO-RP
relationship, with the following caveats:

Outside of the constraints of technology, we noted a
recurring set of factors from our interviews, external to the IdM
implementation, that strongly influenced the implementation.
While the number of influences is potentially vast, a few
factors emerged as particularly strong or consistently
represented in our interviews. As described in Section VII, our
planned future work includes further analysis of these factors
and development of guidance to VOs and RPs to better make
IdM decisions taking key factors into account.

1.

Credentialing and vetting often involve the VO
because the VO is well positioned to vet its own users,
but this is an optimization and not a requirement. We
note that a user can easily come to the VO with a
credential already in hand.

2.

The RP may have requirements on strength of vetting
and credentialing (e.g., it requires a credential from an
IGTF-accredited CA [6]), in which case it is efficient
for the VO to enforce that requirement on the RP’s
behalf at Enrollment rather than letting the user get
further into the lifecycle before encountering rejection
from the RP.

Observed factors influencing IdM decisions:
•

•

Incentive: The relative balance of incentives between
the VO and RP to make the relationship work appears
to change the pattern of IdM decisions. When
incentives were balanced, implementations seem to
lean towards increased efficiency for both parties.
When the RP was less incentivized (e.g., it was
contributing cycles to a VO not critical to its mission),
then either ease of operations or risk reduction for the
RP would dominate.

V.

INTERVIEW RESULTS CAST INTO OUR VIRTUAL ORGANIZATION IDENTITY MANAGEMENT MODEL

Context
Relationship

ATLAS
Brookhaven
ATLAS
Brookhaven
ATLAS
Brookhaven
ATLAS
AGLT2
various
Brookhaven
Alice
Brookhaven
CMS
Fermilab
CMS
Fermilab

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

Resource

EXPRESSION OF ACTUAL VO-RP IDM RELATIONSHIPS

Table II shows the VO-RP relationships that were the
subjects of our interviews and their expression using our VO
IdM Model. The values in the table are the abbreviations from
Table I.

Cultural and Historical Inertia: Older relationships
seem to be more dominated by the classic model where
the RP controlled all IdM. These early IdM
TABLE II.

Scaling Needs: Some VOs were set up explicitly to
accommodate large numbers of users. In these cases,
we believe there was increased delegation of IdM from
the RP to the VO for the sake of efficient enrollment of
VO users.

VO IdM Model Parameters
Type of
Access

When is IdM
information
provided to RP?

Enrollment

Provisioning

Request

Batch

Arbitrary
exec

IR

VO

Group

VO

Wiki

Web

Provisioning

VO

User

User

CVS

Shell

Provisioning

VO

User

User

IR

VO

Group

VO

Never

VO

Group

VO

IR

VO

Group

VO

Request

VO

Pool

VO

Request

VO

User

User

Batch
Batch
Batch
Batch
News

Arbitrary
exec
Arbitrary
exec
Arbitrary
exec
Arbitrary
exec
Web

Usage

VO
Group
Known
Isolated
Known
Isolated
VO
Group
VO
Group
VO
Group
VO
Isolated
Known
Isolated

Incident
Handling

RP
RP
RP
From VO
Blacklist VO
VO
RP
RP
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Context
Relationship

CMS &
Nebraska
LIGO
various
BaBar
SLAC
BaBar
SLAC
BaBar
SLAC
Belle II
KEKB
Belle II
KEKB
Belle II
KEKB
Belle II
PNNL

U.
&
&
&

Resource

Batch
Batch
Batch

VO IdM Model Parameters
Type of
Access

Arbitrary
exec
Arbitrary
exec
Arbitrary
exec

When is IdM
information
provided to RP?

Enrollment

Provisioning

Request

Request

VO

Pool

VO

Provisioning

VO

User

User

Provisioning

Classic

User

User

Hypernews

Web

Enrollment

Classic

User

User

CVS

Shell

Provisioning

Classic

ACL

User

Batch

Arbitrary
exec

IR

Classic

Group

VO

Wiki

Web

Enrollment

Classic

User

User

CVS

Shell

Provisioning

Classic

User

User

Batch

Arbitrary
exec

IR

VO

Group

VO

FST & SLAC

Data

Web

Provisioning

Classic

User

User

FST & SLAC

Wiki

Web

Enrollment

Classic

User

User

LSST
NCSA

Batch

Arbitrary
exec

Provisioning

Classic

Group

VO

Wiki

Web

Enrollment

Classic

User

User

Request

VO

Group

VO

Request

VO

Group

VO

TBD

TBD

TBD

TBD

Provisioning

VO

Group

VO

&
&
&
&
&

&

LSST & SLAC
ENGAGE
various
various
CRNS/LAL
Darkside
various
various
Fermilab
ESGF
various
ESGF
various
LCLS
SLAC
LCLS
SLAC
various &
Nebraska
FUSION
various
Various
science
gateways
XSEDE

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
U
&

&

Batch
Batch
Batch
Batch

Arbitrary
exec
Arbitrary
exec
Arbitrary
exec
Arbitrary
exec

Data

Web

Request

VO

ACL

VO

Restricted
data

Web

Provisioning

VO

ACL

User

Batch

Arbitrary
exec

Enrollment

VO

User

User

Data

Shell

Enrollment

VO

User

User

Never

VO

Group

VO

Provisioning

VO

User

User

Never

VO

Group

VO

Batch
Batch
Batch

VI.

Arbitrary
exec
Arbitrary
exec
Restricted
exec

RELATED WORK

Landau and Moore’s work, “Economic Tussles in
Federated Identity Management” [7], discusses the
relationship between perceived risks and challenges for
relationship formation in the context of IdM. With more to
lose, stakeholders become particularly attuned to what they
gain and how responsibility is distributed. This informed our
understanding of factors that influence how IdM decisions
are made in the VO context.

Usage

VO Slot
Known
Isolated
Known
Isolated
Known
Isolated
Known
Isolated
VO
Isolated
Known
Isolated
Known
Isolated
VO
Isolated
Known
Isolated
Known
Isolated
VO
Isolated
VO
Isolated
VO
Group
VO
Group
TBD
VO
Isolated
VO
Group
VO
Isolated
VO
Isolated
VO
Isolated
VO
Group
Known
Isolated
VO
Group

Incident
Handling

VO
VO
RP
RP
RP
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
RP
RP
TBD
RP
VO
from VO
TBD
RP
------RP
RP
VO
RP
VO

The Federated Identity Management for Research
Collaborations paper [8] provides a number of studies of
VOs and their needs for federated identity. This work helped
us shape our interview process.
SCI: A Trust Framework for Security Collaboration
among Infrastructures [9] is an ongoing effort to define a
broader set of standard policies for VO-RP interaction. This
work is targeting a specific set of requirements, and hence
will represent on particular set of choices in our VO IdM
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Model (plus choices outside the context of our Model since
the work is broader tham IdM).
The Open Science Grid made a presentation to the
MAGIC committee [10] on how its resource providers
consume identity information. Since the RPs in this
presentation were anonymized, it wasn’t directly usable by
us, but this work did help shape our interview process.
Haidar has published a study of VO architectures [11],
which analyzes three theoretical IdM systems and a paper on
modeling of VO IdM that introduces the Audited Credential
Delegation (ACD) mechanism [12]. These works represent
more of a requirements analysis for the ACD implementation
and less of a generic model such as this paper presents.
Lin, Vullings, and Dalziel proposed a “Trust-based
Access Control Model for Virtual Organizations” [13]. This
work is similar to our model, with an attempt to quantify
trust decisions based on the type of resource access.
However, it focuses solely on access control decisions rather
than the entire VO-RP relationship.
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